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 wsc file. WorshipCD.net is not associated with any CD cover or music print provider, nor any other vendors of CDs. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Please note: CD cover images and music print are intended for illustration purposes only. The art of the actual CD packaging is the responsibility of the respective vendor. This internet site is not associated with Amazon.com,
Amazon.in, or any affiliate program.import os import sys import glob reload(sys) sys.setdefaultencoding('utf8') # This script creates a makefile using # new features in Python 2.3. The Python # code can be run directly in the bash # terminal. # The script uses pkg-config for some # information. # # The directory containing this script # must be in the PYTHONPATH so that the # pkg-config package

is found. import os PythonDir = os.path.abspath(os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), os.path.pardir, os.pardir, os.pardir)) makefile = open("newmakefile.py", "w") # First, make sure we can compile and link # our program. # If we can not compile, it is possible # that our shell does not have the # correct environment variables or # pkg-config is not installed. # We must have GTK+ and GTK+
header files # installed. # GTK+ and GTK+ header files for Linux # are only available on the compiler tool # chain but we are going to create the # files for Linux anyway. # To do this, create an environment variable # with the GTK+ header directory. GTK_Header_Dir = os.path.abspath(os.path.join(PythonDir, os.pardir, os.pardir, os.pardir, "share", "gtk-2.0", "include"))

os.environ["GTK_Header_Dir"] = GTK_Header_Dir # GTK+ header files for Linux are in the # GTK+ libraries source directory and 82157476af
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